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A B S T R A C T

The EMDataBank Validation Challenge was a challenging task for students newly introduced to the cryoEM and
molecular modeling fields. However, the competition provided an effective space for student modelers to dis-
cover and explore the potentials of atomic modeling and refinement by practicing on published atomic struc-
tures. Here, by employing manual molecular modeling programs such as Coot, Phenix, and Chimera, we have
regularized and improved three targets. The T20S proteasome and TRPV1 ion channel allowed us to broaden our
understanding of these modeling techniques while the 70S ribosome served as a challenge to test the limits of our
abilities. We were successful in our efforts to improve each of the models and provide here our cohesive
methodology for de novo modeling with and without homology models, which may serve as a starting point for
other undergraduates and researchers just entering the realm of cryoEM. Additionally, we provide some con-
structive criticism to facilitate the introduction of said undergraduates and researchers into cryoEM in the future.

1. Introduction

CryoEM has emerged as the tool of choice to obtain near-atomic
resolution maps of complexes ranging in molecular weight from tens to
thousands of kilodaltons. To maximize the value of such maps, it is
necessary to derive atomic models so that molecular interactions within
such complexes can be described and analyzed in chemical terms. To
this end, atomic modeling based on density has benefited from many
powerful graphical tools. Molecular modeling programs are great vi-
sualization platforms that allow for the prediction, assembly, and
analysis of a wide variety of macromolecules. In the presence of
growing modeling technology, protein structure prediction programs
are also helpful tools to utilize during the modeling process. As the
technology of cryoEM continues to improve, the resolution of cryoEM
maps will undoubtedly reach atomic level. This enables automated
model building from tools such as phenix.map_to_model (Terwilliger
et al., 2018), ARP/wARP (Pereira and Lamzin, 2017), and Buccaneer
(Cowtan, 2006), especially with partial models as an input. However, in
this competition, we emphasize that manual modeling remains an es-
sential step to the modeling process, at least while the resolution of
high-resolution cryoEM maps remains in the near-atomic range. Even as

map resolution continues to draw closer to atomic range, manual
modeling may still be vital as a conceptual starting point to understand
the advantages and drawbacks of various current and future automated
model-building tools.

Atomic modeling is not only a process of reconstructing atomic
structures, but also a great educational device for general biochemistry
and molecular biology. Students new to cryoEM and molecular mod-
eling can find it difficult to picture three-dimensional models without a
visualization tool. Molecular modeling programs allow them to interact
with the atomic structures to uncover side chain interactions, binding
pockets, and catalytic regions; these same programs can ultimately
allow students to begin building and refining their own atomic models.
All of these tasks can be conducted through automated and manual
modeling programs. Indeed, newcomers to the field of cryoEM often
face the daunting task of deciding which of these tools to use in order to
perform the most efficient practice.

Towards this end, a team of five undergraduate students was chosen
to study atomic modeling tools and techniques via participation in the
EMDataBank Validation Challenge competition. During this challenge,
our team chose to refine three target models, the T20S proteasome,
TRPV1 ion channel, and E. coli 70S ribosome, each representing
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different types of protein function. During this competition, we suc-
cessfully refined our target models primarily through manual model
building based on near-atomic resolution cryoEM maps, ultimately ar-
riving at a “best practice” to manual atomic modeling for cryoEM maps.

2. Methods

2.1. Initial model selection and evaluations

For this competition, eight challenge targets were provided, each
with a near-atomic resolution cryoEM map and a published atomic
model. The TRPV1 ion channel (Liao et al., 2013), T20S proteasome (Li
et al., 2013), and E. coli 70S ribosome (Li et al., 2015) were selected by
our team based on their sizes, map resolutions, and level of modeling
difficulty. The objective of our approach was to improve the modeling
statistics of the initial structure by removing cis bonds, regularizing
misfit residues, and identifying Ramachandran plot outliers. These se-
lected models were evaluated manually using two atomic modeling
programs, UCSF Chimera version 1.10 (Pettersen et al., 2004) and Coot
version 0.8.2 (Emsley et al., 2010). The TRPV1 ion channel and T20S
proteasome maps were not modified prior to model refinement; how-
ever, the E. coli 70S ribosome map was segmented in Chimera to fa-
cilitate our efforts. Using these programs, we identified regions in each
complex for improvement.

2.2. Structure refinement

Regions identified for improvement were subsequently subjected to
structure refinement as follows. Before initiating refinement, each of
the selected models was split, if necessary, into its subunits in UCSF

Chimera due to large map size (70S ribosome) or the presence of high-
order symmetry (T20S proteasome). Areas requiring minor refinements
were corrected by the Coot tools ‘Real Space Refine Zone’, ‘Regularize
Zone’, and ‘Rotate Translate’ in order to improve model-to-map fit and
model statistics, e.g. decreasing the ‘outlier’ percentage of the
Ramachandran plot. Specific outlier residues were selected and reg-
ularized until their conformation coordinates placed the residues in the
‘allowed regions’ of the Ramachandran plot. This process was repeated
until the percentage of outliers in the plot could not be reduced further.
Larger misfit residue ranges were remodeled from scratch with the ‘C-
alpha Baton Mode’ and ‘Mainchain’ functions, which allowed us to
manually build a poly-alanine backbone within the density. Alanine
residues were then mutated to the correct amino acid sequence with
‘Mutate Residue Range’, and the regions were again refined with the
aforementioned tools. Once each subunit had completed individual
regularization, the whole atomic model was assembled through the
symmetry command in Chimera, if necessary.

The real space refinement command in Phenix (Afonine et al., 2013)
was applied to all models after manual refinement. Ramachandran plot
outliers, allowed, and favored regions, rotamer outliers, EMRinger
Score (Barad et al., 2015), and Molprobity (Chen et al., 2010) Clash
Score were validation tools provided in addition to the refined model.
Each target was manually inspected after Phenix refinement in order to
guarantee proper model-map alignment.

All figures were prepared in UCSF Chimera.

3. Results and discussion

The UCLA undergraduate team was composed of one first-year and
four second-year students, majoring in Microbiology and Biochemistry.

Fig. 1. TRPV1 ion channel structure and side chain fit to density. (A) Overview and goodness of fit, as well as, demonstration of higher central resolution vs lower
outer resolution. (B) Major remodeling of free loops into strong, nearby densities. (C) Minor refinement in the higher resolution region. (D) Comparison of model
statistics between the pre- and post-refined models.
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While tackling this modeling challenge, we applied our background
knowledge from each field to analyze each target model. Members had
varying degrees of experience in molecular modeling, with some being
familiar with Coot and Chimera and others completely new to the
modeling field. All of us utilized tutorials provided on the CCP4 website
(Winn et al., 2011) and practiced on determined structures in order to
understand the various functions and tools of the modeling programs.

Among the target models we chose, the proteasome and ion channel
were much smaller atomic structures than the ribosome and conse-
quently easier to work with. However, choosing large models such as
the ribosome allowed us to test the limits and boundaries of the skills
we learned throughout the competition.

3.1. Improved models

The quality of each atomic structure and its respective density map
was visualized and analyzed through Coot and UCSF Chimera. We in-
spected for the presence of side chain compatibility and overall model
fit to the density map. The proteasome, ion channel, and ribosome had
3.3 Å, 3.4 Å, and 3.6 Å resolution maps, respectively. For the most part,
the quality of these maps was sufficient to allow us to identify not only
carbon backbones, but also individual amino acid sidechains.

The TPRV1 ion channel is made up of 4 chains with C4 symmetry
(Liao et al., 2013). In the central region, the model already had a good
correlation to the map, owing to the higher local resolution in this re-
gion (Fig. 1A). Many of the core alpha helices near the symmetry axis
received only minor adjustments aimed at optimizing steric constraints
and rotamer orientation (Fig. 1C). Major refinements were made near
the N-terminus of the chain, farther from the symmetry axis, where the
resolution deteriorates. Many of the free loops in this region were not
originally fit to the cryoEM density. In Coot, we used local real space
refinement to remodel these loops to the strongest densities in the
immediate area with attention to steric constraints and preservation of
the overall tertiary structure (Fig. 1B). The initial pre-refinement Ra-
machandran plot had 95.73% preferred, 3.92% allowed, and 0.34%
outliers, and the initial model had an EMRinger Score of 0.564, Clash
Score of 77.90, and Rotamer outliers of 27.79%. Our final refined
model had a Ramachandran plot of 95.90% preferred, 3.75% allowed,
and 0.34% outliers. From Phenix, we obtained the EMRinger Score of
2.07, Clash Score of 36.22, and Rotamer Outlier of 2.84% (Fig. 1D).

The T20S proteasome contains two beta-rings sandwiched between
two alpha-rings (Li et al., 2013) (Fig. 2A). During refinement, one alpha
and beta subunit were regularized independently of each other and
their copies before being recombined, and the full structure was re-
generated by applying D7 symmetry in Chimera. The initial model fit
well to its map and both alpha and beta subunits were completely
modeled, making baton building unnecessary (Fig. 2B). Longer side-
chains were more likely to be bent outside of their electron density,
which may have contributed to the poor fit of a four-residue loop in the
beta subunit, framed by cis-bonded residues T21/M22 and N24/F25,
that was noted by the authors of the original paper (Li et al., 2013).
Manual refinement in Coot and Chimera corrected the poorly-modeled
loops in the beta-ring such that the cis bonds were replaced with trans
bonds (Fig. 2C) and the misplaced alpha carbons were fully contained
inside the density while these and Phenix improved the positions of
other large sidechains relative to the map. Initially, the Ramachandran
plot contained 90.31% preferred, 5.91% allowed, and 3.78% outlier
residues. The post-refinement Ramachandran plot contained 94.04%
preferred, 4.41% allowed, and 1.55% outlier residues (Fig. 2E).

The 70S ribosome consists of the large ribosomal subunit (LSU) and
the small ribosomal subunit (SSU) (Li et al., 2015). The model was
regularized by its subunits using its corresponding 3.6 Å map. The in-
itial protein had a good model-to-map fitting, and the majority of the
proteins of the LSU and SSU were completely modeled. The RNA model
was also not extensively modified, as each nucleotide appeared in
strong nucleic acid density throughout the map. All cis bonds were

removed from the model except for the cis bond between Val96 and
Pro97 on chain c of the SSU. Although the carbon backbones were well
modeled within the map, many large sidechains were regularized and
corrected for mismatched rotamer conformations (Fig. 3C and D).

The ribosome was deposited as 3ja1.cif.gz; from this we extracted a
.cif file on which to begin our refinements in Coot and Chimera.
However, the enormity of this complex was such that Chimera would
promptly crash upon opening the .cif file. Additionally, Coot would
only display some (but not all) of the chains inside the ribosome.
Computational limitations (e.g., on personal laptops) may have con-
tributed to these shortfalls. In order to begin refinement, we found it
necessary to convert the .cif file into .pdb using the cif2pdb tool
(Bernstein and Bernstein, 1996). However, that presented us with a new
set of issues. The pdb file format can only support five-character atom
numbers (maximum value 99,999) and single-character chain identi-
fiers (maximum 62 chains, accounting for upper- and lowercase letters
and 10 digits); however, the eukaryotic ribosome contains approxi-
mately 83 unique chains, with some deposited coordinate sets con-
taining upwards of 400,000 atoms. We were able to exceed the 62-chain
limit by using two-character chain IDs; Other workarounds are possible,
but they cause a host of other issues (e.g., resetting numbering after
reaching 99,999 atoms creates duplicate atom labels). Alternatively,
newer file formats may be used, such as mmCIF or PDBx, explicitly
created to handle large supramolecular complexes. These formats im-
pose no limitations on atom count and allow for four-character chain
IDs (Westbrook and Fitzgerald, 2009).

3.2. Lessons learned and best practices

Refinement of published models was the main objective of the
competition. The competition provided us with near-atomic resolution
maps ranging from 3.3 Å to 3.6 Å as well as published benchmark
models to improve and ultimately, compare to verify progress. De novo
modeling was unnecessary. However, in realistic situations, atomic
models are not always available. In order to solve an atomic structure, a
de novo model may be necessary in the absence of homologous (con-
served secondary structure) models. While an increasing number of
programs are capable of modeling high-resolution structures (Adams
et al., 2010), many intermediate resolution structures still present
challenges to such automated programs. Modeling in these conditions
can be daunting for first-time modelers. To that end, we present our
workflow for de novo modeling of cryoEM maps in the presence and
absence of existing homology models (Fig. 4). While de novo modeling
from cryoEM density maps is not novel per se, a compilation of such a
“best practice” into a single workflow based on our own experiences
should facilitate newcomers to quickly become proficient modelers.

3.3. Stage 1: evaluation of density map and assessment of homology model

The initial map should be inspected for side chain densities in order
to manually map some amino acid residues in a primary sequence to
certain regions of the map. It is frequently ideal to begin prediction
from large-sidechain (e.g., aromatic) densities rather than from per-
ceived N- and C-terminal ends, as densities may be repeatedly broken
by loop flexibility or for other reasons. Once the density has been
evaluated, one should check for existing homology models. Although
the homology model may not perfectly align to the density, it can
provide essential information about the overall fold and even carbon
backbone placement within the density. Structural prediction pro-
grams, such as Phyre2 (Kelley et al., 2015), and public databases, such
as GenBank (Coordinators, 2016), can provide homologies by cross-
referencing primary sequences with other sequences in their databases.
However, if a homology model does not exist or fit the density, de novo
modeling is necessary.
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3.4. Stage 2: de novo modeling in Coot

Manual modeling can be handled in Coot. If the map is too large for
certain Coot functions, it can be segmented in Chimera. Using the
function ‘C-alpha Baton Mode’, a foundation of baton atoms will outline
the coordinates of the α-carbons with respect to the density map.
Afterwards, ‘Mainchain’ will create an alanine backbone from the baton
atoms. Applying ‘Mutate Residue Range’ to the poly-alanine chain will
convert the peptide into the proper amino acid sequence. Large side-
chain markers such as phenylalanine, arginine, and tryptophan can help

with sequence assignment. Once one or several regions have been re-
gistered to the sequence, the remainder of the protein should be
buildable given that the backbone is traceable and not significantly
broken. Residue ranges should be renumbered with ‘Renumber Residue’
in order to match the proper sequence number. Minor regularization
changes can be conducted through ‘Real Space Refine Zone’, ‘Regularize
Zone’, and ‘Rotate Translate’ tools. In difficult core regions of the pro-
tein where clashes become unavoidable, the ‘Sphere Refinement’ tool
and MolProbity Interactive Dots are useful to improve geometry and fit
without increasing clash score.

Fig. 2. Side chain alignment improvements for beta ring in T20S proteasome. (A) Overview with differing subunits colorized. (B) General changes made to one beta
subunit, chain Z. (C) Residues 123–142 from the same chain, showing the model’s fit to the map as well as changes from the old model. (D) Residues 20–25 of the
same chain, containing the cis-bonded residues T21/M22 and N24/F25. (E) Comparison of model statistics between the pre- and post-refined models.

Fig. 3. Side chain alignment improvement in 70S ribosome. (A) Chain q and (B) chain n of the small ribosomal subunits comparison between pre-refined and post-
refined model. (C) Residue ranges of 32–38 and (D) 80–91 show improved side chain to density fit.
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3.5. Stage 3: real space refinement in Phenix

Once the structure has been built, real space refinement in Phenix
should be conducted on the model. This operation will run automated
regularizations as well as provide statistics for Ramachandran, Rotamer
outliers, EMRinger score, and Molprobity clash score. In cases where
the output model geometry is poor, feeding the manually built structure
to phenix.geometry_minimization and using the result as the input for
phenix.real_space_refine may yield improved geometry and fit. The
exact parameters may differ based on protein and density quality, so it
may take several tries to properly optimize Phenix. Reciprocal space
refinement tools such as Refmac may also be used to refine the model
(Skubák et al., 2004).

3.6. Stage 4: inspection of the refined model

Manual refinement should be again implemented to adjust residues
which may have been jostled out of the density map or into their
neighbors during automated refinement. Changes here can include
improvements to the Ramachandran plot, geometry, rotamers, and cis
bond validations. Residues should be inspected to prevent overlapping
sidechains. Molprobity should be used to check the model again after
manual refinement to ensure that no extra clashes were introduced and
that the geometry and fit have been maintained or improved. If the
result is satisfactory, then the process is complete. If the result is un-
satisfactory, repeating Stages 2 or 3 and adjusting the process will be
necessary to obtain the optimized structure.

4. Conclusions

In summary, cryoEM is a challenging field for newcomers to enter,
due in part to the difficulty in visualizing microscopic biomacromole-
cules and the wide variety of tools with which researchers can inspect
and manipulate the molecular models. Five undergraduate researchers
entered the EMDataBank Validation Challenge in order to thoroughly
explore the molecular modeling programs Coot, UCSF Chimera, and
Phenix while refining previously published benchmark molecules. The
undergraduate team produced substantial refinements while also for-
mulating a methodology which can be applied by any future cryoEM
researchers, whether they are constructing models de novo or with
homology models and other guides.

Overall, although our team was able to improve target coordinates,
many gains were subtle, indicating that the original published models
were generally of high quality. In some poorly resolved regions with

limited resolution, such as that in TRPV1 (Fig. 1B), the published
models exhausted the information provided by the map. As such, we
were only able to make minor improvements, again suggesting that the
original authors were thorough in their model building process.
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